X-ray photoemission, ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy ͑UPS͒, and scanning tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒ have been used to determine the energy level alignment and the molecular ordering of monolayer and submonolayer pentacene films on Au͑111͒ in ultrahigh vacuum. Pentacene evaporated onto the van der Waals surface of SnS 2 was used as a noninteracting substrate for comparison. A large interface dipole was measured for pentacene on Au͑111͒ ͑0.95 eV͒ whereas pentacene on SnS 2 showed a relatively small interface dipole ͑0.26 eV͒. The different interface dipoles are related to the different orientations of the pentacene molecules due to different pentacene substrate interaction energies. Differences in the UPS spectra also support changing molecular orientations of the two substrates. STM images of pentacene on Au͑111͒ revealed that the molecules lay flat on the substrate and are oriented parallel to each other, forming striped structures that are commensurate with the Au͑111͒ lattice. The pentacene coverage influences the packing of the striped structures that can form a variety of unit cells. Three related unit cells with pentacene molecules tilted ͓͑2ϫ2ͱ7͒, ͑2ϫͱ31͒, and ͑2ϫͱ39͔͒ or perpendicular ͑2ϫ3ͱ3͒ to the row direction were identified on Au͑111͒.
I. INTRODUCTION
Crystals and thin films of highly purified pentacene have recently been shown to exhibit hole mobilities of 1.4 and 0.25 cm 2 /V s, respectively, 1,2 rather high values for an organic material. The high mobilities increase the likelihood for applications such as thin film transistors [3] [4] [5] and photovoltaic devices. 6, 7 In experimental transistor devices, Si or SiO 2 has typically been used as the substrate for deposition of the pentacene film while gold has been used as the source and the drain contact in field effect transistors constructed with pentacene. The positions of the energy levels in the pentacene with respect to the work function of gold and the spatial orientation of the molecular orbitals at the pentacene/gold interface will determine the ease or difficulty in charge transfer across the interface. Facile charge transfer or good blocking behavior is important for efficient device operation. We report on the energy level alignment and the structure of pentacene monolayers on the Au͑111͒ surface and compare it to the noninteracting substrate SnS 2 .
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
All experiments were performed in a commercial Omicron Multi-Probe® ultrahigh vacuum ͑UHV͒ apparatus ͑base pressureϭ5ϫ10 Ϫ11 mbar͒ equipped with a variable temperature scanning tunneling microscope ͑VT-STM͒, low energy electron diffraction ͑LEED͒, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy ͑XPS͒, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy ͑UPS͒, and a VSW EA125 single channel hemispherical analyzer. The organic physical vapor deposition chamber ͑base pressureϭ1ϫ10 Ϫ9 mbar͒ is attached to the analysis chamber thus allowing the samples to be prepared in situ. To prepare the Au͑111͒ film, a 2 cm 2 mica sample was heated for 24 h in UHV to 300°C to evaporate surface contaminants. A gold film, approximately 1 m thick, was then deposited from a resistively heated tungsten wire basket onto the mica substrate. The substrate temperature was held at 300°C during deposition, and then annealed at 350°C for 3 h. The chemical purity of the film was determined using XPS, and LEED patterns revealed that the surface was predominately Au͑111͒. STM images of the bare gold revealed the characteristic 22ϫͱ3 reconstruction of the Au͑111͒ surface. 8 The pentacene films were grown by sublimation from a resistively heated boron nitride crucible. The source was held at 120°C for 12 h prior to each deposition to outgas any lower vapor pressure contaminants. A 2 Å film was deposited onto the Au͑111͒ substrate at a rate of 4 Å/min, monitored by a Leybold quartz crystal microbalance ͑QCM͒. The source temperature during growth was 138°C whereas the gold substrate was kept at room temperature. Constant current STM images were obtained at negative tip biases, ranging from 0.5 to 1.0 V, with tunneling currents between 0.1 and 0.2 nA. Typical image acquisition times were 3-5 min. The height scale of the molecular corrugations was between 1 and 2 Å for all images. A background plane fit was the only processing feature applied to the images.
III. RESULTS
The energy level alignment of the pentacene/Au and the pentacene/SnS 2 interfaces was measured using photoemission spectroscopy. 9 UPS measurements, in conjunction with XPS measurements, allow determination of the energy level alignment at metal/semiconductor or semiconductor/ semiconductor interfaces. Details of the procedure for deter- mining the energy level alignment of such interfaces using photoemission spectroscopy are described elsewhere. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] A moderate shift of 0.25 eV was observed in the high binding energy cutoff edge of the UP spectra between the vacuum cleaved SnS 2 substrate and a 2 Å thick film ͑or about one monolayer͒ of pentacene ͓Fig. 1͑A͔͒. UPS revealed a strong shift of 0.87 eV ͓Fig. 1͑B͔͒ in the high binding energy cutoff edge between the bare gold substrate and the 2 Å thick film of the pentacene, indicating the presence of a significant interface dipole. This interface dipole is most likely attributed to charge transfer or to a quantum dipole from the pentacene into the Au since a molecular dipole is not possible due to pentacene's lack of a permanent dipole.
The normalized HeII spectra ͓Fig. 1͑C͔͒ show the valence band of the bare Au͑111͒ substrate, the vacuum cleaved SnS 2 crystal, and changes in the spectra as 4 Å of pentacene is deposited onto each of these substrates. The photoemission peaks attributed to pentacene emerge after a few angströms of deposition, although the very large initial intensity of the Au 5d valence peaks still dominates the spectra. The UPspectra ͑HeII͒ of a 500 Å thick pentacene film is also shown to indicate the intensity and positions of the valence peaks ͓labeled ͑a͒-͑h͔͒ for the bulk pentacene. Each of these peaks is closely correlated on both substrates with the exception of peak ͑c͒ at binding energy of 4.4 -5.2 eV. This peak, which is very intense on the SnS 2 substrate and weak on the Au, corresponds to molecular orbitals that are delocalized along the long axis of the pentacene molecules. 15 The large shift of the work function of the pentacene on the gold substrate as well as the significant difference in intensity of peak ͑c͒ in the HeII spectra are indications that there is a difference in the interaction energies and in the orientation of the pentacene molecules on the two substrates.
Band diagrams of pentacene on Au͑111͒ and on SnS 2 determined from the photoemission experiments are shown in Fig. 2 . Details of this experiment are discussed elsewhere. 9 The magnitudes of the electron and hole injection barriers as well as of small core-level energy shifts, as measured with XPS, were determined. These core-level shifts can be attributed to band bending 10 or to changes in the final state screening environment. 16, 17 The phenomenon emphasized here is the strong interface dipole that is represented as a step in the vacuum level in the energy level diagram. The interface dipole at the pentacene/Au͑111͒ interface ͑Fig. 2, top͒ determined from the full measurement process up to 512 Å of pentacene is 0.95 eV. For comparison, a similar experiment was performed for pentacene deposited ͑B͒ UPS ͑HeI͒ showing the high binding energy cutoff for pentacene deposited on an Au͑111͒ substrate. A large shift of 0.87 eV was measured between the substrate and one monolayer of the pentacene, indicating the presence of a strong charge dipole at the interface. ͑C͒ UPS ͑HeII͒ spectra of the valence band regions for pentacene deposited on Au͑111͒ and SnS 2 substrates. The peaks labeled ͑a͒, ͑b͒ and ͑d͒-͑h͒ correspond closely for the pentacene films on either substrate. Peak ͑c͒ is significantly less intense and is shifted more for pentacene on gold than on SnS 2 , indicating the possibility of a different molecular orientation of the pentacene on the two substrates.
FIG. 2.
Band diagrams of the pentacene/Au͑111͒ interface ͑top͒ and the pentacene/SnS 2 interface ͑bottom͒. The more significant charge dipole at the pentacene/Au interface ͑represented by a step in the vacuum energy level͒ than the pentacene/SnS 2 interface is indicative of strong molecule-substrate interaction for the pentacene on Au. VBM and CBM stand for valence band maximum and conduction band minimum, respectively. on a layered SnS 2 semiconductor ͑Fig. 2, bottom͒. In this experiment, the magnitude of the interface dipole is substantially smaller than that for the pentacene on gold ͑0.26 eV͒. This is very likely due to much lower charge transfer across the interface that may be related to differences in the morphology of the pentacene on the two substrates. The ϳ0.3 eV difference in ionization energies of the 512 Å pentacene film on the two substrates also suggests that the morphology of the films is different since ionization potentials are usually dependent on the molecular orientation.
Scanning tunneling microscopy was used to investigate the molecular arrangement of the pentacene molecules on the Au͑111͒ and SnS 2 substrates. No ordered structures have yet been observed on SnS 2 , presumably since the moleculesubstrate interaction is likely to be very weak due to the van der Waals surface of the SnS 2 . In this system, the moleculemolecule interaction may dominate the surface morphology, resulting in reduced interaction between the molecule and substrate, likely disorder in the thin films of pentacene, and a correspondingly low surface dipole. Figure 3 shows a STM image of an area of the Au substrate with several terraces visible. The pentacene molecules form long rows or stripes that are usually straight, although they are observed to curve in order to follow the step edges of the gold substrate or to bend around terminated rows of pentacene molecules.
Analysis of higher resolution STM images like those shown in Fig. 4 suggests that the pentacene molecules lie flat on the substrate and are commensurate with the Au͑111͒ lattice. The molecular width of pentacene molecules, measured by cross-sectional analysis of the images, was determined to be 5.55Ϯ0.17 Å, just slightly larger than the para-hydrogenhydrogen internuclear distance of 5.03 Å for pentacene in the bulk crystal structure. 18 This is also close to the estimated van der Waals width of 5.98 Å for pentacene molecules. High-resolution STM images ͑Fig. 4͒ reveal that the outer rings of the individual pentacene molecules appear brighter than the center rings in the STM images. We attribute this to the pentacene molecular orbital that is most apparent under these tunneling conditions on the Au͑111͒. Double-lobed features were also observed in STM studies of pentacene adsorbed on Si͑100͒ 2ϫ1 surfaces and they were explained by spatial distributions of the pentacene orbitals in contact with Si dimers.
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IV. DISCUSSION
The relative peak intensities in the UPspectra ͑Fig. 1͒ reveal differences in the morphology of pentacene films on the two substrates. The intense peak at 4.4 -5.2 eV ͓peak ͑c͒ in Fig. 1͑C͔͒ is in the region of the UP spectrum corresponding to the high binding energy bands for polyaromatic molecules. As previously stated, peak c is attributed to the diffuse molecular orbitals oriented along the long axis of the pentacene molecule. The intense band at 4.4 -5.2 eV in the UPspectra for pentacene on SnS 2 therefore indicates that pentacene molecules lie flat or are only tilted slightly relative to the surface normal even as the film approaches the bulk state of pentacene. It is known that pentacene molecules initially lie flat on graphite substrates due to a strong commensuration with the hexagonal graphite lattice followed by a slight degree of upwards molecular tilting as the film thickness increases. 20 It is therefore very likely that the pentacene molecules also lie flat on the SnS 2 substrate ͑which is also a hexagonal van der Waals surface͒, but that the moleculesubstrate interaction energy is probably lower due to a lesser degree of lattice matching.
Peak ͑c͒ is slightly present in the UP spectra for 4 Å ͑or approximately one monolayer͒ of pentacene on gold which is consistent with the notion that for very thin ͑one to several monolayers͒ films are oriented flat on the gold surface as observed with STM. This peak is attenuated for thicker films of pentacene on the gold surface, indicating a change in the morphology. Other experiments and analysis have revealed that thicker films of pentacene on gold form polycrystallites in which the molecules are oriented perpendicular to the substrate surface; this will be discussed in more detail in future work. 9 The geometry of the pentacene molecule can produce commensurate structures on the gold lattice with the outer rings lying directly above substrate atoms, as shown in the diagrams in Fig. 5 . Deciphering the exact unit cell for each pentacene domain is not always possible since the differences in unit cell distances in the proposed geometries are often rather subtle. We however propose four predominant and at least one probable unit cell geometries of pentacene on the Au͑111͒ lattice based on statistical analysis of the measurement distances between adjacent pentacene molecules in the STM images as well as the relative orientation of the pentacene molecules to each other. In each of the proposed geometries, the orbitals of the outer rings lie on top of the Au atom, leading to increased molecule substrate interaction. Adjacent pentacene molecules within a row are then separated by one Au atom. A histogram of 240 measurements of row widths taken from 23 different images is shown at the bottom of Fig. 5 . The row widths were measured perpendicular to the direction of the row. Two distinct peaks in the row-width histogram are observed to be centered at 15 and 17.5 Å with a small peak at 21.5 Å. The histogram, plus analysis of the high-resolution STM images, suggests that a variety of unit cells of pentacene on Au͑111͒ are observed. Several rows exhibited type A adsorption configuration, seen in the diagram in Fig. 5 ͑top; left͒, where the individual molecules lie perpendicular to the direction of the row ͓a ͑2ϫ3ͱ3͒ unit cell͔ with respect to the underlying Au͑111͒. The type A unit cell has a unit cell length of 14.65 Å, corresponding to a molecule packing density of 1.21ϫ10 12 molecules cm Ϫ2 , the highest of any structure we have observed. Type B ͑Fig. 5, top; middle͒ is a ͑2ϫ2ͱ7͒ unit cell that has a slightly lower packing density (1.19ϫ10 12 molecules cm Ϫ2 ), but one that is much more prevalent in the STM images. The type B unit cell leads to a calculated unit cell length of 14.9 Å. The type C ͑2ϫͱ31͒ unit cell, also shown in Fig. 5 ͑top, center͒, corresponds to a calculated unit cell length of 15.7 Å and has a slightly different offset of the molecules in the two rows than the type B cell. The difference between type B and C unit cells is the position of the end ring of the pentacene molecule that is offset by one row of Au atoms relative to that of the neighboring pentacene in the adjacent row for the type B unit cell. In type C, the end of the pentacene ring starts in the same row of Au atoms as the nearest neighbor in the adjacent row. The bottom STM image in Fig. 4 consists primarily of type B or C unit cells, however limitations of lateral resolution in the STM prevented distinguishing between these two unit cell types. In the bottom image in Fig. 4 , the pentacene molecules appear to be staggered relative to those in the adjacent row. The molecules in the STM image at the top of Fig. 4 appear to be collinear with those in the adjacent row, consistent with the proposed type A unit cell. For the type A unit cell, the unit cell length is equivalent to the row width calculated ͑14.65 Å͒ since the molecules are arranged perpendicular to the direction of the row. In type B and C unit cells, the molecules are slanted relative to the perpendicular direction of the row, so the measured row width does not reflect the unit cell length calculated. The average row width measured for types A, B, and C was 14.8 Ϯ 0.9 Å, which is in the range of the 3ͱ3 gold atom distance of 14.65 Å that corresponds to the distance perpendicular to the directions of the rows for each of these unit cell types. It was therefore not possible to distinguish the type A unit cell from the type B or C unit cells without high resolution scans like those in Fig. 4 that show the relative alignment of the molecules.
The type D unit cell had larger spacing that is equivalent to one additional gold atom between the rows of pentacene molecules. An area showing the type D ͑2ϫͱ39͒ unit cell is shown in the white boxes in the image in Fig. 3 and at higher resolution in the bottom image of Fig. 4 , where there is a larger space between the two rows. A diagram of this structure is also shown in Fig. 5 ͑middle͒. The second peak in the histogram in Fig. 5 is centered at 17.5 Å and coincides with the type D unit cell. This distance is close to the row separation distance of 17.1 Å calculated and is within standard deviation of the measured value of 17.8Ϯ1.9 Å. All the types of unit cells have an a axis equal to two gold atoms corresponding to a molecular separation of 5.64 Å, in excellent FIG. 5 . ͑Top͒ Diagram of pentacene molecules adsorbed on the Au͑111͒ lattice. Diagrams of four types of unit cells. Type A has a ͑2ϫ3ͱ3͒ relationship with the Au͑111͒ surface. Type B has a ͑2ϫ2ͱ7͒ unit cell with a slightly lower packing density than type A. Type C appears slightly more staggered than type B and has a ͑2ϫͱ31͒ unit cell. Type D is similar to type B, except for an extra row of gold atoms between adjacent rows of pentacene molecules, yielding a ͑2ϫͱ39͒ unit cell. Larger spacings such as those of type E ͑2ϫ2ͱ13͒ appear to be possible. agreement with the average measured width of 5.55 Ϯ 0.17 Å of individual pentacene molecules. While this corresponds well to the 5.03 Å separation determined from crystallography, it is smaller than the van der Waals width of 5.98 Å for pentacene molecules. This close separation distance for unit cells B-E is explained by interdigitation of the hydrogen atoms between adjacent molecules within the rows due to the molecules tilting within a row. However, this interdigitation is not possible for the type A unit cell where the hydrogen atoms between the molecules are directly aligned. There would be an even greater steric hindrance between the hydrogen atoms at the C1 and C2 positions of the pentacene molecules in adjacent rows. We speculate that there is a slight tilt upward of the pentacene molecules from the Au͑111͒ surface to increase the packing and to reduce steric interaction of the hydrogen atoms in the type A structure. The tilting could be a prelude to edge on adsorption at even higher coverages. We have observed that at lower coverages the pentacene molecules still retain the striped morphology but tend to have larger spacings between rows of pentacene molecules such as in the type D unit cell. The small occurrence of slightly larger row widths in the histogram in Fig. 5 ͑E͒ may be associated with additional Au atoms between pentacene rows. Data at larger separations would represent additional gold atoms or entire missing rows. More experiments are underway to quantitate these observations.
V. SUMMARY
We investigated the energy level alignment between pentacene molecules on Au and the noninteracting substrate SnS 2 . On the Au͑111͒ surface a relatively high surface dipole is measured, indicating stronger molecule-substrate interaction than on SnS 2 where the pentacene is unlikely to strongly interact with the van der Waals surface. STM images revealed that the molecules form ordered rows of parallel molecules on the Au͑111͒ surface with the molecules lying flat on the surface, indicating strong moleculesubstrate interaction, consistent with the large interface dipole measured with UPS. The molecular rows showed several distinct separation distances and molecular orientations within the rows, leading us to propose the existence of four predominant pentacene two-dimensional unit cells that are commensurate with the Au͑111͒ lattice.
